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On the Role of Coastal Troughs in the Circulation of Warm Circumpolar
Deep Water on Antarctic Shelves

PIERRE ST-LAURENT, JOHN M. KLINCK, AND MICHAEL S. DINNIMAN

Center for Coastal Physical Oceanography, Norfolk, Virginia

(Manuscript received 18 December 2011, in final form 9 October 2012)

ABSTRACT

Oceanic exchanges across the continental shelves of Antarctica play an important role in biological systems
and the mass balance of ice sheets. The focus of this study is on themechanisms responsible for the circulation
of warmCircumpolarDeepWater (CDW)within troughs running perpendicular to the continental shelf. This
is examined using process-oriented numerical experiments with an eddy-resolving (1 km) 3D ocean model
that includes a static and thermodynamically active ice shelf. Three mechanisms that create a significant
onshore flow within the trough are identified: 1) a deep onshore flow driven by the melt of the ice shelf, 2)
interaction between the longshoremean flow and the trough, and 3) interaction between a Rossby wave along
the shelf break and the trough. In each case the onshore flow is sufficient to maintain the warm temperatures
underneath the ice shelf and basal melt rates of O(1 m yr21). The third mechanism in particular reproduces
several features revealed by moorings from Marguerite Trough (Bellingshausen Sea): the temperature
maximum at middepth, a stronger intrusion on the downstream edge of the trough, and the appearance of
warm anticyclonic anomalies every week. Sensitivity experiments highlight the need to properly resolve the
small baroclinic radii of these regions (5 km on the shelf)—simulations at 3-km resolution cannot reproduce
mechanism 3 and the associated heat transport.

1. Introduction

Several studies provide evidence of an accelerating

flow of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets over the

last 10 years (Joughin et al. 2008; Pritchard et al. 2009;

Rignot et al. 2011). Different mechanisms have been

proposed to explain the mass loss but the processes

taking place at the floating extensions of the ice sheets

(ice shelves) seem to act as a trigger in many cases (Nick

et al. 2009; Payne et al. 2004). One hypothesis is that

subice shelf melting plays an important role in the mass

loss (e.g., Holland et al. 2008a). It is particularly plau-

sible in Antarctica where the large-scale atmospheric

forcing raises the deep warm water [Circumpolar Deep

Water (CDW)] to the level of the continental shelf. Such

warmwater (potential temperature 1, u, 28C, or up to

48 above in situ freezing point uf) are present in several

locations of the continental shelf of western Antarctica

(Jenkins and Jacobs 2008; Klinck et al. 2004; Martinson

and McKee 2012; Moffat et al. 2009; Wåhlin et al. 2010;

Walker et al. 2007) and within some water cavities be-

neath the floating ice shelves (e.g., Jenkins et al. 2010).

Apart from their potential role in themass balance of ice

sheets, cross-shelf exchanges of CDW are also known to

impact biological systems significantly (Prézelin et al.

2000).

The processes responsible for the transport of CDW

across the shelf break and continental shelf remain

elusive. At the low Rossby numbers that characterize

large-scale ocean currents, the flow direction is along the

shelf break (i.e., along lines of constant linearized po-

tential vorticity f/H; f is Coriolis parameter, and H is

depth) and cross-shelf exchanges are thus limited. Klinck

and Dinniman (2010) propose a number of mechanisms

for cross-shelf exchanges: 1) Ekman transport in the

bottom layer, 2) deviation of the zonal flow by bottom

corrugations (Dinniman et al. 2003;Dinniman andKlinck

2004), 3) upward displacement of isotherms owing to

an accelerating Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC),

4) eddy fluxes driven by instabilities (e.g., Nøst et al.

2011; Zhang et al. 2011a), 5) atmospheric forcing, and

6) formation of a buoyancy-driven cell. The relative

importance of these mechanisms is most likely location
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dependent and would vary according to several param-

eters, notably the position of the ACC relative to the

shelf break.

Nevertheless, recent observations suggest that troughs

running across the southern extension of the ACC are

particularly effective at channeling warm water toward

ice shelves in the Amundsen and Bellingshausen seas

(Walker et al. 2007;Moffat et al. 2009;Wåhlin et al. 2010).

The mooring arrays described byMoffat et al. (2009) and

Martinson and McKee (2012) captured several features

of such warm intrusions. First, CDW is mostly found

within the trough and other bathymetric depressions.

The flow within the trough is onshore and has a mean

velocity of 5 cm s21 with eddy-like events that are em-

bedded within the mean flow. The events are of small

spatial scales (comparable to the local Rossby radius,

5 km) and they frequently cross themooring array (about

four times per month). These intrusions are much more

frequent on the eastern (downstream) side of the trough.

Some of these features are successfully reproduced in

numerical simulations with 3D sea ice–ocean coupled

models. The simulations of Dinniman et al. (2011) show

CDW being effectively advected within the large troughs

fringing the shelf of the Ross and Bellingshausen Seas.

Interestingly, the authors note a significant correlation

(R 5 0.44) between longshore winds upstream of a

trough and the flux of CDW within the trough. The pe-

riodicity and duration of these intrusions are consistent

with the data from Moffat et al. (2009). On the other

hand, the model resolution (4 km) only resolves the

larger troughs, and the potentially important eddy-like

events described by Moffat et al. (2009) cannot be re-

produced at such model resolution.

This study aims to complement the scarce observa-

tions and previous modeling efforts at coarse resolutions

(e.g., Hellmer et al. 2012; Steig et al. 2012) by describing

process-oriented simulations of cross-shelf exchanges in

the presence of a trough. The horizontal resolution of

the model (1 km) is sufficient to explicitly resolve the

potentially important mesoscales. The specific objec-

tives are as follows: 1) to identify the mechanisms re-

sponsible for the onshore transport of warm CDW and

2) to estimate the onshore heat transport associated with

each of thesemechanisms.We examine these issues with

a model configuration representative of the continental

shelf in the Bellingshausen Sea and west Antarctic

Peninsula (wAP).

2. Theory

a. Heat budget for warmAntarctic continental shelves

Continental shelves in western Antarctica are char-

acterized by anomalously warm ocean temperatures

(u 2 uf ; 38C, see Nicholls et al. 2009, their Fig. 1).

Conditions inside the ice cavities are more difficult to

observe, but recent data from the Amundsen Sea reveal

that the water with access to the grounding zone (the

point where the ice shelf meets the solid ground) has

properties that are very similar to those 400 km offshore

(Jacobs et al. 2011, their Fig. 2). This suggests a strong

circulation of warm water that reaches inside the cavity

and maintains its mean temperature close to that of the

inflow. It will be shown in the next sections that the melt

of the ice shelf and the circulation on the shelf are, in this

limit, mostly uncoupled.

The thermodynamics of warm ice cavities was in-

vestigated previously by Little et al. (2009). Their model

domain is limited to the ice cavity and the external ocean

conditions (temperature and salinity) that drive themelt

are prescribed at a given distance from the grounding

zone. In simulations with warm ambient waters u 5

1.58C, the melt rate is primarily limited by the entrain-

ment (vertical mixing) of heat from the deep warm layer

to the underice boundary layer, and this entrainment

strongly depends on the slope (geometry) of the ice shelf

(Little et al. 2009).

In this study we are primarily interested in the circu-

lation of CDW water on warm continental shelves. A

convenient metric for this circulation is the onshore heat

transport defined as

OHT(y, t)[

ð0

2H

ðLx

2Lx

2yH(2y)(u2 u
f
)r0cp dx dz ,

(1)

where 2Lx , x , Lx is the along-shelf extent of the

model domain, y is the seaward component of velocity,

H(2y) is the Heaviside function worth 1 for onshore

flow and zero otherwise, r0 is a density reference, and

cp 5 4 3 103 J (kg K)21 is the specific heat. A large on-

shore heat transport (OHT) implies that the waters off-

shelf and onshelf are closely connected by the exchanges

within the trough.

The conditions on cold continental shelves differ

considerably from those of west Antarctica. Easterly

winds and coastal downwelling (Sverdrup 1953), sur-

face heat loss to sea ice and the atmosphere, and strong

katabatic winds contribute to a very distinct tempera-

ture front (Du . 1.758C) separating warm CDW off-

shelf and near-freezing waters onshelf (e.g., Nøst et al.

2011, their Fig. 1). In contrast, wind reanalyses (National

Center for Atmospheric Research 2010) and cross-

shelf transects (Moffat et al. 2009) reveal weak onshore

winds in the Bellingshausen Sea and a small tempera-

ture gradient Du ; 0.38C between onshelf and offshelf

waters.
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b. Cross-shelf exchanges in presence of cross-shelf

topography

A good description of the response of a stratified flow

U to topography is provided by Fennel and Schmidt

(1991). These authors solve the nonlinear quasigeo-

strophic equation and derive analytical solutions for the

cases of a trough infinite in the cross-stream direction (y)

and for a circular abyss (a trough of finite length would

share features from these two limiting cases). The two

scenarios follow a similar evolution. In the early stage

(t , L/U, L being a length scale for the topography),

vortex stretching (squashing) of the deeper layers take

place on the upstream (downstream) side of the trough

and generate a cyclonic (anticyclonic) vortex (e.g.,

Huppert and Bryan 1976, their Fig. 2). After a transient

period t . L/U, the downstream vortex is eventually

advected with the mean flow and the upstream vortex

occupies the whole trough. Topographic waves are also

generated if the trough has a finite length and they

propagate along the isobaths that act as waveguides.

Their period is given by (Fennel and Schmidt 1991)

Ttop5
4pH0

fHtrough

�

12
2R1

a
ln

�

22 2 cos

�

pHtrough

H0

���21

,

(2)

where H0 is the depth of the continental depth, Htrough

and a are scales for the depth and width of the trough,

and R1 is the first baroclinic Rossby radius. Using the

half-depth and half-width of the trough for parameters

Htrough, a gives a period Ttop ; 5.4 days.

A similar response to topography is described in the

literature on ocean canyons. After an initial transient

period, stretching in the deep layers in contact with the

topography leads to a cyclonic circulation over the can-

yon (see Allen and Hickey 2010, for a review). The

circulation involves the flow-crossing isolines of f/H and

this behavior is explained by momentum advection (see

Allen and Hickey 2010, for a detailed analysis of the

dynamics).

Another mechanism that can lead to cross-shelf ex-

changes within troughs is eddy-topography interactions.

Zhang et al. (2011b, their Fig. 4) show how a Rossby

wave propagating alongshelf breaks as it reaches the

downstream edge of an embayment. The wave-breaking

process produces on average a net transport of proper-

ties in the cross-shelf direction. Similarly, Holloway

(1992) proposes under a number of assumptions that the

mean barotropic flow resulting from interactions among

random eddies would be to the left of the topographic

gradient $H in the Southern Hemisphere (f , 0). For

a trough in Antarctica, this means again a cyclonic

circulation.

3. Method

a. Model description

The numerical simulations are conducted with the

Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) ocean model

(version 3.4; Shchepetkin andMcWilliams 2008;Hedström

2009) that solves the 3D hydrostatic Boussinesq primi-

tive equations. The model domain is 600 km 3 300 km

and represents an idealized coastal segment in western

Antarctica. It includes a deep offshore area, a flat con-

tinental shelf, and an ice shelf cavity (Fig. 1). The depths

are zonally uniform (except for the trough and ice shelf)

and vary from 3000 m in the oceanic part to 500 m on

the continental shelf, which matches conditions in the

Bellingshausen Sea and west Antarctic Peninsula. The

ice shelf thickness is 400 m at the grounding line and

linearly decreases to zero over a 110 km distance. Fol-

lowing Little et al. (2009), the sides of the cavity are

smoothly tapered in the zonal direction rather than being

FIG. 1. Geometry of the idealized ice shelf-coastal domain: (left) side view and (right) top view. The contour lines are
the thickness of the water column (interval 50 m).
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straight walls. A trough is added to the continental shelf

and provides a connection between the ice shelf cavity

and the waters off the shelf break. The geometry of the

trough approximately follows that of Marguerite Trough

(40 km wide and 150 m deep, see Dinniman et al. 2011).

The meridional variation of f is included in the model

but it plays a negligible role compared to topographic

variations. Lateral boundaries are set to no-slip.

The ice shelf is static but thermodynamically active so

that it interacts with the ocean physics (see Dinniman

et al. 2007). Both the mechanical (pressure, quadratic

friction) and thermodynamical effects of the ice shelf on

the waters beneath are included. Following Holland and

Jenkins (1999), the heat and salt transfer coefficients are

functions of the friction velocity. The vertical discretiza-

tion of the ocean model has 32 topography-following (s)

levels concentrated near the surface and bottom, so that

the dynamics underneath the ice shelf are relatively well

resolved (Dz’ 3 m at the grounding line). The horizontal

resolution of the model is constant over the domain and

equal to 1 km. Such high resolution is necessary to re-

solve the mesoscale structures given the small baroclinic

Rossby radii (5 km on the shelf).

b. Forcings and initial/boundary conditions

It is assumed as a first approximation that the system is

primarily forced by the large-scale zonal flow observed

in western Antarctica. This geostrophic flow corresponds

to the southern part of the ACC and can be prescribed by

setting the salinity S and potential temperature u fields

over the western and eastern open boundaries. The ef-

fect of the mean wind stress forcing is assumed to be

included in these S, u conditions. Local transient winds

are neglected under the assumption that they would only

contribute to transient perturbations from the mean

geostrophic state. Similarly, sea ice is not included in

these simulations since it is expected to have a weak

influence on the flow [data from Advanced Microwave

Scanning Radiometer (AMSR-E) Cavalieri et al. (2004)

show a mean ice cover of only 25% over the shelf break

of the Bellingshausen Sea in 2010].

The initial and boundary conditions for S, u are de-

rived from vertical profiles taken across the shelf of

the Bellingshausen Sea (Jenkins and Jacobs 2008, their

Fig. 2). They show a deep (;100 m) surface layer that is

close to the freezing point and separated from a warm

deep layer (CDW, u . 18C) by a strong thermocline.

The salinity profiles similarly show a stratified surface

layer extending down to 300 m and a deep salty (S .

34.7 psu) layer underneath. How this vertical structure

evolves in the cross-shelf direction is determined from

a set of assumptions. 1) The zonal transport per unit

width (u(y)H(y)) is 300 m2 s21 offshore (the overline

denotes a vertical average) and smoothly goes to zero

at the upper shelf break (Fig. 2). 2) The zonal flow is

in geostrophic balance and vanishes at the sea bottom.

3) The isotherms and isohalines share the same slope.

4) The S, u profiles can be approximated as piecewise

linear functions of Shc(y), utc(y) (e.g., Holland et al.

2008b):

S(y, z)[

8

>

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

>

:

S1 if z1 , z, 0,

S11 (z12 z2)
21(z1 2 z)[Shc(y)2 S1] if z2 , z, z1 ,

Shc(y)1 (Hmax1 z2)
21(z22 z)[S22 Shc(y)] if 2H(y), z, z2 ,

where S1 5 32:9 psu, S25 35:0 psu, Shc(y)5 S(y, z5 z2) ,

z1 5225m, and z252350m,

(3)

u(y, z)[

8

>

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

>

:

u1 if z1, z, 0,

u1 1 (z12 z2)
21(z12 z)[utc(y)2 u1] if z2, z, z1 ,

utc(y)1 (Hmax1 z2)
21(z2 2 z)[u22 utc(y)] if 2H(y), z, z2 ,

where u1521:88C, u25 0:58C, utc(y)5 u(y, z5 z2) ,

z152100m, and z252350m,

(4)

where the subscripts hc and tc refer to the halocline and

thermocline, respectively. The four assumptions lead

to two equations (prescribed uH and pressure gradient

vanishing at bottom) for two unknowns [(›h/›y)(y)

and Shc(y), where h is the sea surface elevation]. The

equation set is solved at each location y starting from

y 5 0.

The resulting fields (Fig. 2) can be compared to the S,

u transect measured by Jenkins and Jacobs (2008, their

Fig. 2) and to geostrophic velocities estimated from

density profiles (Fig. 3). The temperature at the ground-

ing line is about three degrees above the in situ freezing

point. The sloping bathymetry at the break causes the

steepening of the isohalines and the formation of a shelf
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break jet (sbj) with maximum speeds u 5 0.5 m s21

and u5 0:3 m s21 (Fig. 2). These velocities are con-

sistent with those obtained in realistic simulations of the

Bellingshausen Sea (Dinniman et al. 2011). The sea sur-

face elevation h varies between zero at the shelf break to

0.4 m at the northern boundary (Fig. 2). The density field

produces a baroclinic Rossby radius of about 5 km on the

shelf and up to 13 km offshore (Fig. 2).

These fields are used as the initial and boundary con-

ditions of the model. The western and eastern bound-

aries are open while the northern side is a solid wall

(Fig. 1). All variables are gradually relaxed toward the

initial conditions within nudging zones that are 100 km

wide. The relaxation time scale t smoothly varies in the

western nudging layer as [e.g., Nycander and Döös

(2003), their Eq. (B17)]:

1

t
5

1

2Dt

h

11 cos
�

p
x

100 km

	i

, (5)

where x is the distance from the boundary andDt is equal

to 2 s for 2D momentum and 1 day for 3D momentum

and tracers. A similar function is used at the eastern

boundary.

c. Simulations conducted

A total of 13model simulations are conducted (Table 1)

to examine the influence of each of these parameters:

FIG. 2. Initial and boundary conditions used in runs 1, 5, 6, 7, and 11. (top left) Salinity S and neutral density g

(contour lines), (top right) potential temperature u and temperature T above in situ freezing point (contour lines),
(bottom left) zonal velocity (positive eastward/out of the page), and (bottom right) cross-shelf variation of various
parameters are shown. See text for definition of symbols.
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presence/absence of a trough, thermodynamical ex-

changes between the ocean and the base of an ice shelf,

speed of the longshore flow, position of the maximum

flow (y(jet)), and mesh size. In all these simulations the

boundary conditions S, u, u are held constant in time and

model fields are saved every 12 h. Some of these simu-

lations deserve further explanation. In runs 3 and 4, the

function u(y)H(y) is modified to represent a wide sbj

that extends further inshore by 12 km (Fig. 2). This

modification alone would yield levels of shear k›u/›zk

greatly exceeding those from the other runs (since H

decreases toward the shore). To ease the comparison

with the other runs, k›u/›zkmax is maintained at 8 3

1024 s21 by decreasing the value of uH offshore from

300 to 90 m2 s21 (Fig. 2). Finally, runs 13–16 are used to

determine the sensitivity of the onshore heat transport

to variations in jet speed and jet position. Note that the

explicit horizontal eddy viscosity is the same in all the

simulations irrespective of the horizontal resolution Dx

(harmonic 1 m2 s21).

4. Results

a. Basic case: Circulation and melt in

absence of trough

We first examine the case of a continental shelf

without a trough (run 1). In such case, the dynamics on

and off the shelf are independent: the jet (and the me-

soscale structures associated with it) remain close to the

shelf break, while the waters on the shelf are at rest

except in the vicinity of the ice cavity. The deep warm

water from the cavity initiates the melt of the ice shelf

within the first few days of simulation. This melt acts to

depress the isopycnals (that were initially flat, see Fig. 2)

and increases the local stratification. The sloping isopycnals

in turn generate by thermal wind a shallow westward

flow and a deep eastward flow. The circulation over the

neutral density surface g2 [ 1027.8 kg m23 well repre-

sents this deep circulation [Fig. 4; z(g2) ; 2300 m].

Meridional flowmostly occurs along the sidewalls where

lateral friction allows the fluid to cross f/H isolines (e.g.,

Little et al. 2008). The streamlines of the deep current

gradually disappear along the southern side of the cavity

as this deep water is being upwelled to upper layers.

The basal melt rate rapidly stabilizes (within 10 days

of simulation) toward a constant value of 5.8 m y21

(average over the area of the ice shelf). This vertical heat

transfer from the ocean to the ice shelf is proportional to

the temperature difference u 2 uice 5 u 2 uf (Holland

and Jenkins 1999, uice is the temperature at the base of

the ice shelf and uf the in situ freezing point). The heat

transfer varies spatially and the bulk (70%) of it takes

FIG. 3. Geostrophic jet along the shelf break of the Bellings-
hausen Sea. Profiles are from the World Ocean Circulation Ex-
periment (WOCE, February 1992, transect S04P) and shown as
solid vertical white lines. Velocities are assumed zero at the bot-
tom. Positive values are out of the page (northeastward). The lo-
cation of the profiles is shown in the inset.

TABLE 1. Numerical simulations conducted in the study. Here, uH is the depth-integrated velocity of the longshore flow, y(jet) is the
position of the shelf break jet, and Dx the grid resolution.

Run No. Trough Thermo. uH (m2 s21) y(jet) (km) Dx (km) Duration (days) Short name

1 No Yes 300 218 1 59 No trough
2 Yes Yes — — 1 143 No jet
3 Yes No 90 206 1 40 Wide jet
4 Yes No 90 206 3 200 Wide jet 3 km
5 Yes No 300 218 1 210 No thermo
6 Yes No 300 218 3 347 No thermo 3 km
7 Yes Yes 300 218 1 347 Control run
11 Yes No 300 218 2 347 No thermo 2 km
13 Yes No 300 223 1 91 5 km seaward
14 Yes No 300 228 1 91 10 km seaward
15 Yes No 200 218 1 85 Slow jet 1
16 Yes No 100 218 1 85 Slow jet 2
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place within 20 km of the grounding line. At the

grounding line, the ice shelf is in direct contact with the

warm bottom layer and the depression of uf with pres-

sure contributes to 0.38C in the temperature difference

u 2 uf. Another factor contributing to the nonuniform

basal melt pattern is a thin layer of freshwater that

covers the whole ice shelf and shields it from the warm

ambient waters except at the grounding line.

b. First mechanism: Melt-driven flow

inside the trough

We now add to the basic model setup a trough con-

necting the ice cavity to the shelf break (run 2).We focus

on the deep layer of density g2 since it is representative

of the warm bottom waters involved in the cross-shelf

exchanges. Within the first days of simulation, the deep

eastward flow described earlier is steered by the trough,

veers northward, and leaves the ice cavity along the

western edge of the trough. This outflow is compensated

by another deep current that brings waters from the

shelf break to the cavity along the middle of the trough.

The mean circulation (Fig. 5) thus includes two sources

of warm deep water to the cavity: first an inflow along

the western wall of the cavity, and an inflow of shelf

break waters coming along the trough.

The two sources contribute equally to the onshore

heat transport that amounts to 2.6 3 1012 W at y 5

99 km (40%higher than in run 1; the transport is relative

to in situ uf). Despite the higher heat inflow, the basal

melt rate is similar to that of run 1 (5.9 m yr21). As

mentioned previously, the melt rate in a warm cavity is

not expected to depend directly on the onshore heat

transport (see section 2). The additional 40% simply

circulates in and out of the cavity. The circulation over

the upper layers and the spatial distribution of the basal

melt are similar to the case without a trough (Fig. 4).

c. Second mechanism: Mean flow–topography

interaction

A second mechanism for cross-shelf exchanges within

the trough appears when we introduce a wide, eastward

shelf break jet (sbj) that flows across the entrance of the

trough (run 3). For simplicity, we consider the idealized

case where the friction velocity at the base of the ice

shelf,
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

tsurf/r0
p

, is set to zero. This choice removes ice

shelf thermodynamics as a driving mechanism and sets

a free-slip condition at the ice shelf-ocean boundary.

During the first five days of simulation, vortex stretching

(squashing) forms a cyclonic (anticyclonic) vortex on the

upstream (downstream) side of the trough (Fig. 6). Over

the following days, the cyclonic vortex gradually takes

over the trough and sets a dominantly cyclonic flow. This

sequence is in agreement with the theoretical scenario of

mean flow–topography interaction described by Fennel

and Schmidt (1991), and qualitatively similar to the flow

pattern in advection-driven canyon upwelling (see sec-

tion 2). As a result of this circulation, an onshore heat

transport rapidly develops (within five days) along the

trough. Its magnitude at y5 99 km is of the same order

of magnitude as for the previous mechanism (;3 3

1012 W).

Superimposed on this circulation, a Rossby wave ap-

pears within the shelf break jet after ten days of simu-

lation (Fig. 6) and propagates toward the east. The

growth of such wave is expected since the jet is strongly

sheared in the horizontal and vertical (Fig. 2) and thus

unstable. Some mesoscale structures move onto the

shelf and are advected within the trough. An important

FIG. 4. (top) Mean circulation over a deep isopycnal (g2 [

1027.8 kg m23, z ; 2300 m) for the case with no trough (run 1).
The contour interval for the streamlines is 102 m2 s21. The mean
basal melt rate is shaded in color. (bottom) As above but over
a density surface grazing the base of the ice shelf (g1 [

1027.3 kg m23). Note that this isopycnal intersects with the ice
shelf at y ’ 20 km.

FIG. 5. Mean circulation over the deep isopycnal g2 in the case
with a trough and no shelf break jet (run 2). The contour interval
for the streamfunction c is 102 m2 s21 and the flow is to the right of
$c. The gray lines give the extent of the trough and that of the ice
shelf.
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point however is that this mesoscale variability is not

necessary for the development of the onshore heat flux

in this simulation. An additional calculation (run 4) was

conducted at a coarser eddy-permitting resolution

(3 km) and an intrusion (very similar) also develops.

The onshore heat transport for runs 3 and 4 are similar.

d. Third mechanism: Wave–topography interaction

Adifferent mechanism comes into play when the sbj is

moved offshore so that the streamlines do not run di-

rectly over the entrance of the trough (runs 5, 6, 7, and

11; see Fig. 2). The flow within the trough develops

slowly and is dominated by topographic waves. The

waves have a period of 7 6 1 days [estimated from a y-t

Hovmöller diagram and close to Eq. (2)] and propagate

cyclonically around the trough. This period approxi-

mately matches that of the Rossby wave (similar to the

one of run 3) that appears within the sbj after 10 days of

simulation. The Rossby wave corresponds to cyclonic

[low potential vorticity q 5 (z 1 f)/h, where z is the

relative vorticity and h the thickness dr ›z/›r] and an-

ticyclonic (high q) anomalies propagating eastward at

about 5 cm s21 (Fig. 7). The waters offshore (onshore)

have higher (lower) q because the isopycnals deepen

northward.

Within a few days of simulation the Rossby wave

starts to break (the sign of ›q/›y reverses twice between

y 5 200 and y 5 225 km; Fig. 7). The breaking of the

wave is most intense over the eastern edge of the trough.

At this location, the high q (anticyclonic) anomalies

clearly separate from the shelf break in a way qualita-

tively similar to Zhang et al. (2011b, their Fig. 4). The

warm (Fig. 8) anticyclones then follow lines of constant

f/H by moving southward along the eastern edge of the

trough. Over time, the accumulation of the anticyclonic

anomalies forms a tongue that progresses onshore and

eventually reaches the cavity after 80 days of simulation

(Figs. 7 and 8).

The low-frequency circulation (obtained from a 20-

day block average that filters the topographic waves, see

Fig. 9) closely matches the development of the tongue.

An onshore flow of speed y ; 25 cm s21 takes place

along the inner part of the trough and a return flow is

apparent along the outer part. Note the absence of

a cyclonic cell within the trough (cf. Figs. 6 and 9). The

onshore heat transport at y 5 99 km grows slowly and

reaches 43 1012 Wafter 200 days of simulation. In contrast

with the previous mechanisms, the cross-shelf exchanges

of mechanism 3 are sensitive to the model resolution.

The onshore heat transport decreases by an order of

magnitude (to 1011 W) if a coarser eddy-permitting

resolution of 3 km is used (run 6). This is a strong in-

dication that mesoscales play an important role in this

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for the casewith a wide shelf break jet and
no thermodynamics (run 3). White areas are where the isopycnal
outcrops the bottom. UV (DV) means upstream (downstream)
vortex.
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FIG. 7. Potential vorticity q of the deep isopycnal g2 for the case
with a shelf break jet and no thermodynamics (run 5). The gray
lines give the extent of the trough.

FIG. 8. Potential temperature u of the deep isopycnal g2 for the
case with a shelf break jet and no thermodynamics (run 5). The gray
lines give the extent of the trough.
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mechanism. Also, reducing the velocity of the jet from

0.58 m s21 to 0.38 m s21 (0.19 m s21) increases the sta-

bility of the jet and decreases the heat transport by 55%

(80%; see Fig. 10). Similarly, moving the jet away from

the trough inhibits the wave–topography interaction and

the heat transport decays by an exponential factor for

a displacement Dy of one Rossby radius (Fig. 10).

e. Combined effect of thermodynamics, shelf break

jet, and trough

Run 7 combines the effect of ice shelf melt, the trough,

and the sbj. The flow over the deep layer g2 that repre-

sents the warm water (Fig. 11) is qualitatively a super-

position of the flow from run 2 (melt-driven circulation,

no sbj) and run 5 (sbj, no melt). We notably recognize

the cyclonic circulation within the cavity (associated

with the melt-driven circulation), and the intrusion of

warm anticyclonic anomalies (high c values) over the

eastern side of the trough (due to the wave–topography

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 5, but for the case with a shelf break jet and no
thermodynamics (run 5).

FIG. 10. Sensitivity of mean OHT to the position and velocity
of the jet (mechanism 3; runs 5,13–16). The transport is non-
dimensionalized by its value from the control simulation (run 5).
The solid lines are exponential regressions to the data points. The
Rossby radius of deformation is 6.9 km at y 5 220 km.
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interaction). There is a regularity (every 6.5 days) at

which the warm anomalies appear at the entrance of the

trough (Fig. 12) and it matches the propagation speed

(;5 cm s21) and wavelength (;2p 3 5 km) of the

Rossby wave along the shelf break.

The combination of these two mechanisms (melt-

driven circulation and wave–topography interactions)

leads after 100 days of simulation to intrusions on both

sides of the trough, the intrusion on the eastern side

being dominant. Overall the trough contributes to 75%

of the onshore heat transport at y 5 99 km, while the

deep inflow on the western side of the cavity provides

the remaining 25%. For comparison, 50% of the heat

was supplied by the trough in the run without a sbj (run

2). The onshore transport grows steadily over the du-

ration of run 7 (347 days) as the ice melt does not bal-

ance the onshore transport of ocean heat. The extra heat

circulates in and out the cavity and the basal melt rate

remains 5.9 m y21 (see the next section for a detailed

heat budget of run 7).

f. Onshore heat transport

The heat transported to the ice cavity at y 5 99 km

(Fig. 13) is a good diagnostic for the comparison of the

different simulations.Mechanisms 1 and 2 (the buoyancy-

driven circulation and the mean flow-topography in-

teraction, runs 2 and 4, respectively) both lead to an

onshore heat transport that grows and stabilizes within

a short period of time (20 days). This is in contrast to

mechanism 3 (wave-topography interaction, run 5 and

Fig. 9) where the onshore heat transport increases

gradually during the simulation. The three mechanisms

provide a similar amount of heat to the ice cavity after

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 5, but for the case with a shelf break jet and
thermodynamics (run 7).

FIG. 12. (top) Temperature anomaly at 300 m at the entrance of
the trough. The sampling interval is 0.5 days. (bottom) Lagged-
correlation of the temperature anomaly time series with itself.
Correlation is high for lags Ti 5 66.5 n days with n 5 0, 1, 2, . . . .
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140 days of simulation [;2.5 3 1012 W, comparable to

Walker et al. (2007)]. Although the simulations were not

designed to determine which of these mechanisms is the

most effective in realistic conditions, the key result is

that any of them can provide a significant amount of heat

to the ice shelf. An important caveat is that mechanism

3 is poorly captured in simulations with noneddy-

resolving resolutions. The onshore heat transport at t5

150 days is approximately halved with Dx 5 2 km, and

becomes negligible with Dx 5 3 km (Fig. 13).

The depth-integrated heat content on the shelf (hor-

izontally averaged between y 5 0 and 180 km, Fig. 13)

provides an additional diagnostic. The curves cluster

into two groups depending on the presence or absence

of thermodynamics. Active thermodynamics cause a

general decrease of about 30 MJ m22 over the first 40

days. Also, the heat content increases slightly in all

the simulations but this increase plays a small role in

the heat budgets. For instance, the budget for the cavity

of run 7 (averaged between days 40–160) has a heat in-

flow ;3.8 3 1012 W, heat outflow ;2.2 3 1012 W, sur-

face flux ;1.4 3 1012 W, and a temperature change

Vcavitycpr0›T/›t; 1011W (Vcavity is the volume of the ice

shelf cavity). The majority of the heat inflow (75%) is

from the through and the increase in the heat content of

the continental shelf (Fig. 13) is also concentrated along

the trough (Fig. 8) at middepth. For example, the tem-

perature change Du between initial time and day 347

at (x, y) 5 (300 km, 120 km) is maximum at a depth of

310 m with Du 5 10.38C (run #7). The mean heat

transport includes the contribution of warm anticyclonic

anomalies (see section 4d) apparent in the standard

deviation of the temperature field (Fig. 14). The anom-

alies are centered at middepth (;300 m) in agreement

with the observations ofMoffat et al. (2009, their Fig. 11).

Their horizontal path follows the eastern side of the

trough as already noted in Figs. 7 and 8.

5. Discussion

A limitation of the study is that the geometry of the

model domain is idealized and fixed to match the

FIG. 13. (top) Onshore heat transport at the entrance of the
cavity (y5 99 km; the transport is relative to in situ freezing point).
(bottom) Change in heat content over the continental shelf in-
cluding the ice cavity (0, y, 180 km). The numbers in the legend
refer to the run numbers (see Table 1).

FIG. 14. (top) Standard deviation of potential temperature u

across the plane y 5 155 km. The ‘‘steps’’ in the bathymetry are
plotting artefacts and the model bathymetry is actually smooth.
(bottom) As above but at 300 m. White contour lines are water
column thickness (interval 100 m). Results are averaged over days
153–279 (run 7).
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conditions observed in the Bellingshausen Sea and the

west Antarctic Peninsula. Little et al. (2008) examined

the effect of varying the shape of the continental shelf

and concluded that typical slopes ›H/›y ; 1023 have

a relatively small impact on the melt and circulation

under an ice shelf. We also note that the slope ›H/›x

associated with the trough is relatively steep (close to

1022) and the mechanisms identified in the study should

be qualitatively robust to variations in the geometry of

the continental shelf. Another geometric parameter is

the ice shelf itself, whose shape controls the melt rate in

warm cavities by influencing the entrainment of heat in

the ice–ocean boundary layer (Little et al. 2009). The

general patterns of melt and circulation seem, however,

to remain qualitatively the same irrespective of the ice

shelf slope.

The results of this study were obtained with an east-

ward sbj (corresponding to conditions in western Ant-

arctica) and may differ from those with a westward sbj

(free waves propagate toward the west in Antarctica and

this contributes to asymmetries in the dynamics). More-

over, the third mechanism identified (wave–topography

interaction) is resolution dependent and unlikely to be

captured in the global models used to estimate sea level

rise. Further work would be required to fully understand

the third mechanism and to ultimately parameterize its

contribution to onshore heat transport in coarse global

models.

Another simplification made in the study is the

neglection of surface fluxes over the open ocean. In

presence of significant vertical mixing, surface fluxes can

cool down the deep warm inflows coming from the shelf

break. Surface fluxes can also contribute to increase the

basal melt of ice shelves in certain cases. Hattermann

et al. (2012) report waters warmed by solar radiation

intruding underneath the Fimbul ice shelf in the eastern

Weddell Sea.

6. Summary and conclusions

The objective of this study is to describe mechanisms

responsible for heat exchanges within a trough on the

Antarctic continental shelf. Three different mechanisms

are identified as follows: 1) a meridional melt-driven

flow within the trough, 2) the interaction of the mean

flow with the topography, and 3) the interaction of a

Rossby wave with the topography (corresponding to

mechanisms 6, 2, 4 of Klinck and Dinniman (2010) re-

spectively; see introduction). These mechanisms are not

exclusive and may occur simultaneously (e.g., run #7)

and compete with each other.

It is worthwhile noting that these mechanisms ex-

plain a number of features seen in observations. For

mechanisms 2 and 3, the main pathway for onshore heat

transport is the eastern side of the trough (e.g., Moffat

et al. 2009). Also, the ROMS simulations show warm

anticyclones produced at the entrance of the trough every

6.5 days, as in the observations (four times per month).

The forcing is held constant in all the simulations

and the time-variability described (notably the 6.5-day

time scale) corresponds to the internal variability of

the system. This represents a new interpretation for

the time scale of the intrusions observed by Moffat

et al. (2009). An alternate explanation was suggested

by Dinniman et al. (2011) who showed from realistic

simulations at 4 km resolution a significant correlation

between the intrusions and the local winds. Additional

numerical simulations that combine winds and eddy-

resolving resolutions will be necessary to reconcile these

results.

The onshore heat transport was also estimated for

each of the simulations. An important result is that any

of the three mechanisms leads to a significant circulation

of slope water and a substantial onshore heat transport

[O(1012) GW]. This is comparable to observations

(Walker et al. 2007) and equivalent to 1 GW per km of

coastline assuming one large trough per 1000 km.
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